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Courses and Verification of Competency 
 
High Risk Work and Licenses 

CPCCLDG3001A Licence to perform dogging  
CPCCLHS3002A Licence to operate a materials hoist 
CPCCLRG3001A Licence to perform rigging basic level  
CPCCLRG3002A Licence to perform rigging intermediate level  
CPCCLRG4001A Licence to perform rigging advanced level 
CPCCLSF2001A Licence to erect, alter and dismantle scaffolding basic level 
CPCCLSF3001A Licence to erect, alter and dismantle scaffolding intermediate level 
CPCCLSF4001A Licence to erect, alter and dismantle scaffolding advanced level 
CPCCOHS1001A Work safely in the construction industry  
RIIWHS201D Work safely and follow WHS policies and procedures 
RIIWHS202D Enter and work in confined spaces 
RIIWHS204D Work safely at heights 

 
Plant and Crane Operations 

RIIHAN305D Operate a gantry or overhead crane  
RIIHAN307D Operate a vehicle loading crane 
RIIHAN309D Conduct telescopic materials handler operations  
RIIHAN311D Conduct operations with integrated tool carrier  
RIIMPO205D Operate roller/compactor 
RIIMPO206D Conduct bulk water truck operations  
RIIMPO208D Operate support equipment  
RIIMPO301D Conduct hydraulic excavator operations  
RIIMPO304D Conduct wheel loader operations  
RIIMPO308D Conduct tracked dozer operations  
RIIMPO309D Conduct wheeled dozer operations  
RIIMPO310D Conduct grader operations 
RIIMPO312D Conduct scraper operations 
RIIMPO315D Conduct tractor operations 
RIIMPO317D Conduct roller operations 
RIIMPO318D Conduct civil construction skid steer loader operations 
RIIMPO319D Conduct backhoe/loader operations 
RIIMPO320D Conduct civil construction excavator operations 
RIIMPO321D Conduct civil construction wheeled front end loader operations 
RIIMPO324D Conduct civil construction grader operations  
RIIMPO326D Conduct civil construction water cart operations  
RIIMPO334D Conduct skid steer loader operations using attachments  
RIIMPO335D Conduct skid steer loader operations without attachments  
RIIMPO337D Conduct articulated haul truck operations 
RIIMPO338D Conduct rigid haul truck operations 
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RIIVEH201D Operate light vehicle 
RIIVEH304D Conduct tip truck operations 
TLILIC0012A Licence to operate a vehicle loading crane (capacity 10 metre tonnes and above) 
TLILIC2001A Licence to operate a forklift truck 
TLILIC2002A Licence to operate an order picking forklift truck 
TLILIC2005A Licence to operate a boom-type elevating work platform (boom length 11 metres or more) 
TLILIC3003A Licence to operate a bridge and gantry crane 
TLILIC3006A Licence to operate a non-slewing mobile crane (greater than 3 tonnes capacity) 
TLILIC3008A Licence to operate a slewing mobile crane (up to 20 tonnes)  
TLILIC4009A Licence to operate a slewing mobile crane (up to 60 tonnes)  
TLILIC4010A Licence to operate a slewing mobile crane (up to 100 tonnes)  
TLILIC4011A Licence to operate a slewing mobile crane (over 100 tonnes) 
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